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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

As of 5:15 AM CDT 

Corn: 1 to 3 higher  

Wheat: 3 to 5 higher 

Soybeans: 10 to 15 higher 

Soy Meal 3.5 to 4.0 higher 

Soy Oil: 50 to 55 higher 

 

Weather:    

 We will return to our regularly weather updates on Monday. Speaking of Monday, the lean of the trade going 
into the weekend is that N. America weather will remain excellent for the harvest dry down. The active Hurricane 
season will continue in the Atlantic. By this weekend we could have a named W. Gulf event that we will have to 
deal with. Speaking of named events we will soon be naming the remaining storms this season with the Greek 
Alphabet. It remains dry then desired for winter wheat planting conditions in the US HRW areas but not a huge 
concern. What will be more of a concern is the fact that W. Graze Lands remain under a severe drought, hay 
values will be on the rise. S. America weather will be under the La Nina microscope in the coming day. Rain is in 
the extended forecast muck like the extended forecast for the Black Sea Region. By Monday if promised rains 
for these two regions remain in the extended category look for us supply side bulls to talk about the need for 
elevated weather premiums. There will be plenty of weather to talk about in the coming days. A focus on 
weather is never a bad thing for option volatilities.  

Headlines:   

• Malaysian November Palm Oil up 104 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Jan corn up 29 vs. the Yuan, Jan beans up 24, Jan meal up 43, Jan bean oil 
up 146 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Nikkei closed up .2%, China’s Shanghai up .1%  

• European Equity markets start mixed, German Dax slightly close to unchanged, London FTSE 100 down 
.3% 

• MATIF markets are higher Nov Corn up 1.00 to the Euro, Nov Rapeseed up 1.25, Dec Wheat up 1.0       

• Save the Date…Sept 30th…US 2Q GDP 

• Save the Date…Sept 30th…USDA Quarterly Grain Stocks  

• USDA expected to give details on the next round of Covid Aid to US Ag producers, will the wheat farm 
see relief this time   

• ASF the fever that will not go away https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/blogs/market-matters-
blog/blog-post/2020/09/17/african-swine-fever-strikes-2  

• Argentina weather concerns means farmers might plant more corn this year? 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-argentina-soybeans-idUSKBN26831Q  

• West Coast fire season not the only one for the record books https://www.reuters.com/article/climate-
change-brazil-pantanal-idUSL4N2GB3N7  

The Stories of the Day: 

The Stories of the Day will return Monday 
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• Pre election Covid Bill not dead yet https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-moves-closer-to-
pelosi-in-economic-aid-talks-and-house-speaker-must-decide-next-move/ar-BB199HSY?ocid=spartan-
dhp-feeds  

• World crude oil prices stabilize on moves made by OPEC to enforce production cuts  

• As of the close of 9/15 we feel the MM funds were long 17,675 wheat contracts, long 45,494 corn, 
192,907 beans (all time long is 253,889), long 36,619 meal, and long 90,299 bean oil (all time long is 
126,543 contracts)   

Commentary:   

If you notice at the top of the page, we have started putting in the time we take our first reading of AM Trends, it 
is at 5:15 AM CDT. We feel if you compare that number to where the markets are at our 7:45 AM snapshot 
report you get a handle on how the market is leaning as the N. American trader is preparing for their day. On a 
day like today where the soy complex is off to the races overnight, the bean bull can not have 1:15 PM CDT 
come fast enough. If the market gives back early gains going into the biscuit break maybe the bear will have a 
chance today. The wheat and corn bull as well will be watching the bean complex since the complex is doing the 
heavy lifting to the upside. As always Friday closes are much more important than Friday openings. If the bean 
bull can power SX through the 1050 area as a close it will have been a great week. The fact that beans are so 
overbought and could be subject to a powerful down draft of profit taking even a sharp pull back today that holds 
the 1030 area as a close would be a good day. For the bear Friday is just another day closer to the end of the 
month quarterly stocks report and some expected fundamental relief of the Sept Rally. As always on Friday we 
like to ask the question that Bruce Springsteen likes to ask, “Is there anybody alive out there?” Well in response 
we will stick with Springsteen, and say that the Gulf, is on fire. A possible W. Gulf Storm next week that might 
impact Houston or even New Orleans will keep us watching Jim Cantore all weekend long, is it 1:15 PM CDT 
yet?  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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